ACCELERATE YOUR
JOURNEY TO ACTIONABLE
INSIGHTS

In the current digital era, enterprises are
collecting volumes of data from online

Amihan Analyze is a
fully-integrated data

transactions from multiple applications
and connected devices. This data holds
insights about your business--from
operations to supply chain to customers to
competitors. But very few enterprises have

analytics platform that
enables businesses to
perform real-time analytics
and discover insights in

unlocked the value that analytics can bring. 


minutes.

And those that have started to explore are
taking too long to translate data into

Running on Amihan Cloud Blocks, our

business value.


powerful cloud computing platform,
Amihan Analyze takes advantage of a

Amihan Analyze empowers enterprises to
gather insights from their data accurately
and quickly. With Amihan Analyze,

highly scalable infrastructure so you
can implement complex data analytics
successfully.


enterprises can leverage insight to gain
competitive advantages and maximize
efficiency, increase revenue, and create
better customer engagement.



From data storage, processing,
visualization and reporting, Amihan
Analyze is the fastest way to
data-driven decisions.  



A SINGLE, POWERFUL PLATFORM




Become a Data-Driven Enterprise with Amihan Analyze

BENEFITS
Eliminate data silos



Increase the productivity of your
analytics teams

Enable strategic decision-making
across your organization

Break down silos in your data and
ingest into a common repository for
analysis.



Perform complex calculations,
predictive analytics, and data modeling
on both structured and unstructured
sets of data.

Insights could be delivered and shared
with your organization through data
visualization and customized reports.

FEATURES
Fully-integrated platform


Conduct seamless business analytics
with a consolidated set of data storage
and analytics tools, all ready for
immediate deployment.



Complex and fast data
processing

SQL-powered query engine



Ingest data at high velocity with

Trino supports query federation,
interactive data analytics, and in-place
analysis.

Apache Spark and Apache NiFi. Explore

data and build rich visualizations with
Apache Superset and Apache Zeppelin.

Resilient and scalable data
storage and management



Built-in data governance and
security


Flexible deployment models

Data storage infrastructure stores data

Supports encryption at rest and
role-based access control upon data
access.


Deploy where you need it-- on premises,
on public clouds, on Amihan Cloud

Versatile



Visual data flows

Easily explore data


Diverse use cases supported, including
batch queries and ad-hoc analytics.

Codelessly create data pipelines using
Apache Nifi’s easy-to-use graphical
WebUI.

Apache Superset allows users, no

in a decentralized and replicated
manner providing resilient and
fault-tolerant data management
capabilities.



Blocks, or a hybrid option.

matter the skillset, to explore data and
build interactive dashboards quickly and
easily,

AMIHAN ANALYZE TECHNOLOGY STACK



Whether

processing your data on-demand or streaming to produce quasi real-time results, our
technology stack is versatile to handle any data requirements.

Web

interface for data visualization and reporting



Insights &

Visualization

Data notebook for shared coding, recording, exploration and analysis



Security
Data
Processing &
Management

Enterprise-grade single sign-on identity and access management

Distributed data processing engine for analytic workloads

High performance, distributed SQL query engine

Data
Movement &
Exchange

Data orchestration tool





Distributed event streaming platform used to collect, process, store, and
integrate data at scale





Efficient columnar data storage format



Data Source

Highly scalable and resilient distributed database

High-performance, Kubernetes-native object storage



Cloud Native
Infrastructure
*For cloud-native implementation

Cloud-native, software-defined private cloud platform*

WORKING WITH YOUR DATA IN 4 STEPS
a



STAGING


INSIGHTS

Derived Data

Data Models

TRANSFORM

STORE

RAW

YOUR
DATABASE

Landed
Reference Data

YOUR FTP

INGEST

CONSUME

Flexible deployment models. Deploy on the cloud or on premise, or to a hybrid environment.

Amihan Analyze Cluster - Hybrid Architecture v1.0

1 Controller Node

3 Worker Nodes

Cloud Based
Back-Up Node


On-Premise Deployment

Public Cloud Backup

AMIHAN ANALYZE IN ACTION



a



Marketing
Analytics


Fraud
Investigation


Inventory
Forecasting


Analyze customer data from
internal and external sources,
across channels, and in real-time to
gain insights and take action faster.



Create machine learning models
that could be deployed to identify
anomalous transactions through
millions of records


Identify trends and patterns to
anticipate optimal inventory 



Operational
Efficiency


Risk
Assessment


Optimize day-to-day operations
through analyses of time motion
studies, employee wellness studies,
and customer satisfaction surveys



Identify and verify particular
patterns in documents for accurate
risk assessment


Fast, scalable, cost-effective data analytics. Small to large-size configurations available.
Connect with our sales and see how Amihan Analyze can help you meet your business goals. 


Chat with Sales


Get in touch with us at

amihan.net

